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ABSTRACT 
We consider finite, orientable, connected, branched coverings of a 2-sphere which have at most 
two nonsimple critical values. We prove that the equivalence class of a covering, up to a fiber pre- 
serving homeomorphism, is determined by its genus, the degree. the monodromy group and the 
branching data of the nonsimple critical values. 
Branched coverings of a 2-dimensional sphere (a complex projective line P’) 
by an orientable surface were investigated by Hurwitz in his two papers [3] and 
[4]. If we fix the degree d of the coverings and the number k of the critical values 
then the space of coverings form a covering space 2 of the configuration space 
wk of k points in P’. The fundamental group of wk - the braid group of a sphere 
with k strings - acts on the fiber of the covering. This is the Hurwitz action of the 
braid group on the coverings with given critical values. The orbits of this action 
are in one-one correspondence with the connected components of 2. 
Consider a particular covering f : X 4 P’. To each value in P’ correspond 
several points in the fiber. The mapf has some local multiplicity greater than or 
equal to 1 in a small neighbourhood of each point. The value is critical if some 
multiplicity is greater than one. The multiplicities form a branching data of the 
critical value. The critical value is simple if one point in its preimage has mul- 
tiplicity 2 and other points have multiplicity 1. Otherwise the critical value is 
special. The set of the critical values off form the discriminant D off. We 
choose a base point p outside D and we put F = f -l(p). A closed path (1 in 
P’ - D issued from p determines a monodromy permutation p,, E Am(F). We 
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get a monodromy homomorphism p : q(P’ - D,p) --+ Am(F). The image of 
p is the monodromy group of f (more precisely of S 1 (X -f-‘(D)): 
(X -f-‘(D)) --+ (P’ - D)). Am(F) is isomorphic to the group Cd of permu- 
tations on d letters and the monodromy group off, as a subgroup of Cd, is 
defined up to conjugation. 
The Hurwitz action preserves the branching data of the critical values, up to 
a permutation of the critical values, so we can restrict the investigation to the 
part of 2 with the given branching data of all critical values. Hurwitz proved 
that there is only one orbit in the generic case, when all critical values are 
simple. If the coverings have only one special critical value then there is still 
only one orbit corresponding to the given branching data of the special critical 
value (see [5]). The Hurwitz action also preserves the monodromy group of the 
covering, which is equal to the whole group Cd in the above cases. 
We prove in this paper that this last invariant classifies the coverings with 
two special critical values. 
Theorem 1. Let .2 be the space of connected coverings f : X -+ P” of degree d and 
genus g which have given branching data over two special critical values, have no 
other special critical values, and have a fixed monodromy group. Then 2 is con- 
nected. 
Theorem 1 is related to some results in algebraic geometry. The unique com- 
plex structure on [FD’ lifts in a unique way to a complex structure on X such that 
X becomes a compact Riemann surface (a complete algebraic curve) and f be- 
comes a meromorphic function (a rational function) on X. The space 2 of 
coverings with a fixed genus g, a degree d and a branching data B coincides with 
the (generalized) Hurwitz scheme Hd,s, as defined by Diaz in [l]. (More pre- 
cisely one should divide 2 by the action of the group of automorphisms of P’.) 
The Hurwitz scheme Hd, B maps into the moduli space M, of curves of genus g. 
The special case of B with just two special fibers appears in a subsequent paper 
of Diaz [2]. The author defines a stratification of M, by sets 
H,(d,j) = {[Xl E MR: there exists a function f : X -+ IF” with 
deg(f ) 1. d and with at most j points in f -‘{O, CQ}, 
not counting multiplicity} 
for a fixed d 2 g 2 3, and for j < g. The main lemma in [2] says that Hg(d, j) - 
&(d,j - 1) does not contain a complete curve. This implies a bound on the 
dimension of complete subvarieties of M,. The branching data in Theorem 1 
determines the number j of points inf-‘(0, CQ}, Thus Theorem 1 gives a low 
upper bound for the number of irreducible components in H,(d,j) - 
~~(d,j - I). In fact a more precise Proposition 7 shows that for a fixed B with 
two special fibers Hd,B contains at most one component which maps into 
Ejr,(d,j) - H,(d,j - 1). 
A special case of Theorem 1, when the coverings are totally ramified over 0 
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and over co, is contained in the recent paper of Looijenga [6]. The present work 
is a direct application of Looijenga’s result and of his technique. 
A similar theorem is not true for coverings with more than two special cri- 
tical values. Some new invariants of the Hurwitz action are needed to distin- 
guish the orbits of the Hurwitz action in this case. 
By a covering we shall mean a connected, orientable branched covering of PD’ 
or of a closed disk embedded in P’ 
Definition. Coverings fi : Xl + 17, and f2 : X2 ---t U2 are equivalent if there 
exists a homeomorphism h : XI + X2 and a homeomorphism g : U1 + U? such 
that gJ; = f2 h. 
Let f : X + U be a branched covering of degree d. We choose a base point p 
outside the discriminant off and we put F = f -'( p). By a simple arc we shall 
mean an embedded interval connecting p with a point of the discriminant that 
does not meet the discriminant along the way. A simple arc cy determines up to 
isotopy (relative p and the discriminant) a simple loop based at p, turning 
clockwise around the point of the discriminant. The beginning and the end 
points of the liftings of this loop define the monodromy permutation /L,, E 
Am(F). It is a transposition if and only if the point of the discriminant is a 
simple critical value off. A collection of simple arcs that do not meet outside p 
will be called an arc system. It is a complete arc system if it connects p to all 
points of the discriminant. Loops around members of a complete arc system 
form a basis of ~1 (U - D,p), hence their monodromy permutations generate 
the monodromy group off. Directions of departures of such collection of arcs 
determine a clockwise order of arcs around p (a cyclic clockwise order if p is an 
interior point of U). 
We recall the RiemannHurwitz formula. The branching index of a point of 
multiplicity m equals m - 1. Thus the branching index of a critical value IV,. i.e. 
the sum of branching indices of all points above wi, is equal to d-(the number 
of points in f -’ (wi)). The total branching index h of ,f’ is the sum of branching 
indices of all its critical values. The RiemannHurwitz formula says: 
x(X) = d. X( I/) - b. If U = P’ then the genus of X satisfies 2g = b - 2d + 2. 
If CJ is a disk and X has s boundary components then the genus of X satisfies 
2p = h - d + 2 ~ s. 
Lemma 2. Let f, : X1 A UI andfz : X. 2 + UZ be coverings of degree d with UI 
homeomorphic to U2. Let CX,, , (Yk be a complete clockwise oriented arc system 
in U/1, based at ~1, and let PI!. , ,& be a complete clockwise oriented arc system 
in Uziz: bused ut ~2. We assume that the points p1 andpz are both interior points or 
both are boundary points. Suppose that for u suitable bijection CT : FI = 
.r; ?Pl) + F2 = f2-’ (~2) we have ~(cI;) = p( pi) for i = 1~ . , k. Then the covrr- 
ings are equivalent. 
Proof. Choose a homeomorphism g : iY1 + lJ2 such that g(a,) = /-li for i = 
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1, . . . , k. For a fixed point a E Fi choose g(u) = g(u) E F2. For x E Xi which 
does not lie over a critical value choose a path rX connecting a with x. Lift the 
path_fr(r,) to the covering X2 from the point g(a). Let g(x) be the end of the 
lifted path. The map is well defined, because of the monodromy conditions, it is 
a homeomorphism and can be extended uniquely to the points lying over the 
points of the discriminant. q 
Proposition 3. Coverings f ,g : P’ --+ P” of degree d with no special critical va- 
lues outside 0 and 00 and with the same branching data over 0 and 00 are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Functions f and g are rational functions and branching data determine 
multiplicities of zeros and poles of the functions. Composing f and g with 
fractional linear transformations we get equivalent coverings for which co lies 
over the regular value 1. Thus f = (n?!, (z - a,)“‘)/(nf=,+, (z - ui)“‘) and 
g = (fly=, (z - biY)/(n%,+, (z - bi)“) where EYE”=, pi = Cr=m+l pi = d 
and ai # aj and bi # bj for i # j. The space of k-tuples ~1, . . , ak for which f 
has special critical values outside 0 and 03 form a complex hypersurface in 
the space of all k-tuples of distinct point. Thus we can find a path ft = 
(l-IL1 (z - ai(t)Y)/(J2fzm+ 1 Cz - ai(t)Y) such that ui(O) = ~i and ui( 1) = bi 
for i= I,... , k and ft has no special critical values outside 0 and cc for 
0 5 t < 1. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula ft has k critical values which 
move along a path in the configuration space wk. The motion of the critical 
values different from 03 takes place in some bounded domain B. We can fix a 
base point p outside B. Choose a complete arc system ~1, t, . . . , ak, t for ff which 
changes continuously with t. The points in Ft =f,-‘(p) also change con- 
tinuously with t and the liftings of loops corresponding to the arc system always 
connect the same (corresponding) pairs of points in Ft. Therefore the arc sys- 
tem or,r,..., Qk,r, corresponding to g, has the same monodromy as the arc 
system corresponding tof. Proposition 3 follows by Lemma 2. q 
Corollary 3.1. Let fi : Xl + U1 and f2 : X2 -+ U2 be coverings of degree d, such 
that Xl, X2, lJ1 and U2 are disks, fi andf2 have the same branching data over one 
special critical value and have no other special critical values. Then fi andfz are 
equivalent. 
Proof. Composing with a homeomorphism we may assume that the special 
critical values are 0, and that Ur and 172 do not contain co. We can extend the 
coverings to coverings of P’ by P’ which are totally ramified over cc and have 
no other new critical values. There exist homeomorphisms g and h of P’ such 
that gf =f2 h. In particular g(0) = 0, g(o0) = co and g( Ul) is a disk containing 
all critical values of f2 outside 03. We can isotop g( VI) onto a big disk, con- 
taining U2, by an isotopy fixed on the discriminant offz. Then we can isotop the 
big disk onto U2 by an isotopy tixed on the discriminant off2. Composition of g 
with the two isotopies lifts to the required equivalence. q 
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Lemma 4 (The Riemann existence theorem). Let (~1,. . , LTk be a sequence of 
permutations in C,I which generate a transitive subgroup of Cd. Let NI ~ . . CQ be 
a clockwise oriented sequence of simple arcs in a disk U E P’, which meet only ut 
their common endp. Then there exists a connected covering f : X -+ U such thut 
(~1. . . 1 ai; form a com~~ete arc system for f and for i = I : . , f k we have pft, = or 
,for a suitable enumeration of thepoints in F = f.--‘(p). The number of the bound- 
ary components of X is equul to the number of disjoint cycles in o = (~1 . Dk. The 
genus of X is determined by the Riemann-Hurwitzformula. Ifo is trivial thenf’cun 
be completed to a covering of P’ with no new critical values. 
Corollary 4.1. Letf : X -+ U be a covering of degree d ofu disk by a disk with 
one special critical value. Then there exists a complete clockwise oriented arc* 
system (lug, cul, . . . , a,, based at p and an enumeration of points in F -=,f‘-’ ( p,) 
such that 
I. poo is a product of disjoint cyrles (rl = (i...., pi). ~2 = (p, + 1.. ..p2). 
. . . . (T,+I = (pm+ I,...,d)> 
? PI I(Pz-pl)I...<(d-p,,), M. 
3. /A,,, = (I.pI+l)fori= I,....m. 
Proof. Order the multiplicities of the points over the special critical value of 
.f in the increasing order and choose cycles Gi of the corresponding length, as in 
the claim of the corollary. The monodromy sequence pa”7 jhu,, . . , /A,,,,> gen- 
erates a transitive subgroup of Cd. Therefore there exists a covering 
j : XI ---t L’I with such data. The product of the monodromy sequence is equal 
to a d-cycle (1 . . . . , d), hence Xt has one boundary component. We find from 
the Riemann---Hurwitz formula that Xt has genus 0. Thus 2’1 is a disk and f’ has 
only one special critical value with the same branching data as the special cri- 
tical value off. By Corollary 3.1 there exists a homeomorphism g : UI -+ b’ 
which takes the arc system in U’ onto a complete arc system in U with the re- 
quired monodromies. o 
Lemma 5. Let f : X + P’ be a covering with no special critical values outside 0 
and co. Then there exist two embedded disjoint disks LJo and U, in P’ such that 
0 E Uo,x E U,,and,f-‘(U0)and.f -‘(U,)uredisks. 
Proof. X is connected, hence X -f-‘(a) is also connected. Let V0 be a disk 
neighbourhood of 0 containing no other critical values. Then f -’ ( V,) is a un- 
ion of 171 disjoint disks. Choose a base point po E dVo. The monodromy p~r~(~ is a 
product of m disjoint cycles. Since X’ is connected there exists a simple arc CL in 
P’ - V, - M, based at po, such that pL,, = (a, b) with a and b in different cycles 
of ,~a&,. If we adjoin a neighbourhood of (Y to VO we get a disk V’ such that 
.f‘-‘( VI) is a union of m - 1 disks. After tn - 1 steps we get a disk UO such that 
.f -‘( UO) is a disk. Now X -f -‘(UO) is connected and IF’ - Uo has only one 
special critical value 00. We can repeat the previous argument and find the re- 
quired disk U,. q 
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A pair of disks UO, U, obtained in the last lemma will be called a partition of 
a covering f. Thus a partition of f is a pair of disks in P’ such that their pre- 
images are also disks and all critical values off outside the disks are simple. 
The following result was proven by Looijenga in [6]. 
Lemma 6 (Looijenga). Letf : X -+ P’ be a connected covering of degree d that is 
totally ramified over 0 and cc with no other special critical values. Suppose that the 
genus of X is positive. Then there exists a disk B in P’ - {O,co} containing all 
other critical values offsuch thatfor a basepointp E dB, the monodromy group of 
f over B is a single transposition (a’,a”). Moreover, if o is the monodromy of a 
simple loop in [ID’ - int(B) around 0, based atp, then a” = o’(a’) for some divisor 
r of d andffactorizes through the covering z E P’ H z’ E P’ . 
Exactly the same argument gives the following corollary for partitions. 
Corollary 6.1. Let f : X -+ P' be a covering of degree d with no special critical 
values outside 0 and co. Suppose that the genus of X is positive. Let UO, U, be a 
partition off. Then there exists a disk B in P’ - UO - U, containing all critical 
values off outside Uo and U, such that for a base point p E dB, the monodromy 
group off over B is a single transposition (a, b). Moreover, if o is the monodromy 
of a simple loop in P’ - int(B) around UO, basedatp, then b = or(a) for some di- 
visor r of A. 
If o is a d-cycle and (a, 6) is a transposition then there exists a positive integer 
r, r 5 d/2, such that b = o”(a) or a = a’(b). This integer r is called the mesh of 
(a, b) with respect to g. If cx is a simple arc and if pcy is a transposition then the 
mesh of cx is the mesh of ,LL~. The number r in the corollary is the mesh of the 
partition 170, U,. 
Remark 2. It follows from the proof of Looijenga that the mesh r of the parti- 
tion depends only on the partition, not on the choice of B. The number r is 
equal to the minimal mesh of a simple arc in P’ - UO - U, with respect to 
pauO. The mesh of any other simple arc in P’ - UO - U, is divisible by r. 
Proposition 7. Let f : X + P” be a covering of degree d with no special critical 
values outside 0 and cc and with genus of Xpositive. Then there exists a complete, 
clockwise oriented arc system ~0, ~1, . . . ,~.m,P1,...,Pk,“ioo,Y1,...,3;rbaSedatp 
and an enumeration ofpoints in F = f -’ (p) such that 
1. pa,, is a product of disjoint cycles al = (1,2, . . ,p,), o2 = (PI + 1, ,p2), 
... > urn+1 = (pm+ l,...,d), 
2. ~1 5 (p2-PI) 5 ...< (d-p,), 
3. pL,i=(l,p~+l)fori=l ,..., m, 
4. pa = (l,r+ l)fori= l,...,kandsomedivisorrofd, 
5. pLra is aproduct of disjoint cycles ~1 = (1, d, d - 1,. , ql + 2), r2 = (ql + 1, 
41,...,q2+2),...,7,+1 =(qn+l,q, ,“., q, 
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6. (d - q,) I (s, - q2) 5 . . I qnr 
7. ~L?,=(l,qi+l)fori=l . ...) n, 
8. the length of each cycle oi and r; is divisible by Y. 
The monodromy group off is generated by the d-cycle o = (1,. . . d) and the 
transposition (1, r + 1). The covering f factorizes through the covering z E P’ c-t 
z’ E P”. The number r is unique, determined by the monodromy group off ~ and 
the equivalence class off is uniquely determined by the degree, genus, branching 
data of 0 and cc and the monodromy group. 
Proof. Choose a partition Ua, U, for f with the smallest possible mesh r. Fix a 
base point p E 13Uo and a complete arc system QO,U~.. . : a, in UO, based at p. 
as in Corollary 4.1. Now choose a disk B as in Corollary 6.1 and a complete arc 
system pi,. ~ ,& in B based at a pointpl E 8s. Now we isotop the arc system in 
B along a path connecting p1 with p so that all the arcs form one arc system 
based at p. By Corollary 6.1 the monodromy p,j2 is a fixed transposition (a.b) 
with mesh r with respect to CJ = pat; = (1~ . d). The monodromy is a homo- 
morphism. If we replace a simple arc 4 by an arc ij’ which goes first along a 
closed path cy and then proceeds along p then the loop around /3’ is equal 
rv@n -‘. Therefore pi]! = popL,j& ‘. If we rotate all arcs 3i around UC, (first 
counterclockwise around UO and then along 0;) their monodromy gets con- 
jugate by (I and after a suitable number of turns the monodromy IL,~, := 
(1: r + 1). We now turn to the disk (I,. Choose a simple path S which meets the 
arc system only at p, follows the arc [&. in the clockwise order around p. and 
connects p with a point of dU,. We can isotop U, along S and assume that I!, 
meets the arc system only at p. Now a[J, is a loop which goes around the arc 
system NO> 01,. . am, PI?. . & in a counterclockwise direction, when treated 
as a clockwise boundary of 0;. Its monodromy pijl,, is a d-cycle. therefore k is 
even, k > 0 because X has a positive genus, and pact, = (d. d - 1.. I). Re- 
versing the enumeration in Corollary 4.1 we can find a complete arc system 
yr? 71. ~ ?,I in U,, based at p: which has the required monodromy, after a 
renumbering. But this renumbering does not change the d-cycle K’ = Cur ‘\ 
Thus the renumbering is a conjugation by a power of (T. If we rotate the whole 
arc system in U, around the boundary au, a suitable number of times, we 
produce the same renumbering of the monodromy. Now the complete arc sys- 
tem (~0.~1,. , am, PI 1. ~ pk: -ym, 71,. , yn in IP” has the required monodromy. 
We have to prove that the length of each cycle a, and ri is divisible by r. Sup- 
pose that the length of some cycle gi (the case of r1 is similar) is equal to s and is 
not divisible by r. There are at least two such cycles so we may assume s < d/2. 
By Corollary 3.1 and Lemma 4 we can choose a new complete arc system in Uo, 
called again ~0, ~1,. , am, with the monodromy as in Corollary 4.1 but with 
the last cycle grn+ 1 of length S. Then P,~, =(l,d--s+l).Wereplace~j,byan 
arc 0. which turns once clockwise around on, and proceeds along /$. Then ;j 
precedes (2, in the clockwise order around p and /La = (Y + 1~ d - s + 1). Con- 
sider a simple loop X based at p which goes clockwise around arcs 
00, ~1: . cy, _ I. This loop X bounds a disk V and /LA is a product of two dis- 
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joint cycles (1,. . . ,d-s) and (d-s-t-l,... , d). It follows from the construc- 
tion in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that f -’ ( I’) is a disjoint union of two disks. The 
monodromy pp connects the two cycles of PA, therefore a simple loop around V 
and p bounds a disk W such that f -‘( W) is a disk. So W and U, form a new 
partition for f and ~‘=p~aw=(l,..., r,d-s+l,d-sf2 ,..., d,r+l, 
r+2,... , d - s). Arcs IX,,, and /$ are outside W and U, and have mesh r and 
r + s with respect to 0’. By Remark 2 the mesh of the new partition must be 
smaller than r, which contradicts the choice of the partition. So all cycles gi and 
7i have length divisible by r. In particular eachpi and q; is divisible by r. Clearly 
the monodromy of each arc in the arc system is a product of powers of c and 
conjugates of (1, r + 1) by powers of c. Thus G and (1, r + 1) generate the 
monodromy group off. The monodromy group determines uniquely the num- 
ber r. The monodromy sequence in the statement of the proposition is uniquely 
determined by r and by the branching data of 0 and cc. By Lemma 2 the 
equivalence class off is determined by d, genus of X, the branching data and 
the monodromy group. 
Consider the covering h : z E P’ ++ z’ E P’. f factorizes through h if for 
every closed path Q in X -f-‘(D) the lifting off(o) by h is a closed path. Let w 
be a loop in IP’ - (0, co} which turns r times around 0. A loop a in P’ lifts to a 
closed loop in X if its monodromy fixes a point and it lifts to a closed loop in P’ 
if it is a power of w in P’ - (0, oc}. Every loop in P’ - discriminant(f) is a 
product of loops around the arcs of the complete arc system. A loop around yoo 
is a product of the others, so we may ignore it. The monodromy pa,, moves each 
point by 1 modulo r and the monodromy of any other arc of the arc system 
leaves all points fixed modulo r. Thus pa may fix a point only if cr winds tr times 
around 0, i.e. a is a power of w in P’ - (0, cc}. It follows that f factorizes 
through h. q 
Proof of Theorem 1. The objects in Theorem 1 were not described precisely so 
we shall start with some definitions. Two coverings fi and f2 define the same 
point in 2 if they have the same critical values and for a fixed complete arc 
system they have identical monodromies, up to renumbering. Thus they are 
equivalent (see definition) with g equal to the identity and with h - a complex 
isomorphism for the complex structures induced by fi and f2. A point in 2 is 
mapped onto the set of its critical values - a point in wk. For a point w in wk 
and a fixed complete arc system there is a finite number of possible mono- 
dromies and hence a finite number of points in 2 over w. We define a topology 
in 2 as follows. For a fixed covering f we have a fixed discriminant w and for a 
fixed arc system r we have a fixed monodromy sequence. For WI very near w 
there is a unique, up to isotopy relative p and WI, arc system ri very near LY To 
ri we assign the same monodromy sequence as to r’. By Lemma 4 and the 
definitions this defines a unique point in 2 over WI. In this way to a small 
neighbourhood N of w corresponds a subset M of 2 which covers N in a one- 
one way. This is a neighbourhood off in 2. This topology defines 2 as a finite 
covering of wk. Two equivalent coverings fi and f2 lie in the same connected 
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component of 2. Indeed the homeomorphism g (see definition) is isotopic to 
the identity in p’. (If g fixes two points 0 and oc we can find an isotopy relative 
to these two points.) Restriction of the isotopy to the discriminant off; defines 
a path in wk. The lifting of this path to 2 from ,f; connects ft and fi in 2 (as 
in the proof of Proposition 3). Covering with only two special critical values 
is equivalent, after a composition with a homeomorphism, to a covering 
with no special critical values outside 0 and cx). The theorem follows from 
Proposition 7. 0 
Example. Consider two triples of permutations in CX: 
“I = (1,2,3)(5,6,7,8), (~~=(1;2)(3,4,5).cr3=((~,~~2)~‘=(8.7.6.5.4X). 
and 
71 = (1.2.3)(5,6,7,8). r2 = (7,8)(3.4,5), rj = (r& = (8,6,5,4,2. 1.3). 
Each triple has the trivia1 product. Each triple is determined by its first two 
permutations and it generates the whole group Cg. Let us fix three arcs 01, oz. 
~13 in pi meeting only at their common end point p. By Lemma 4 each triple 
defines a connected covering of IFD’. The coverings have the same degree and 
genus, the same branching data and the same monodromy group. We shall 
prove that the coverings are not equivalent. In the first pair 01 is a product of a 
3-cycle and a 4-cycle. cr2 is a product of a transposition, which belongs to the 
3-cycle of 01, and a 3-cycle. So the first pair is not conjugate to the second pair. 
in which the transposition belongs to the 4-cycle of the first permutation. 
Consider now the Hurwitz action. Since the branching datas of different 
critical values are different we should consider paths in Wj which do not per- 
mute the points. The group of these paths is the pure braid group of a sphere 
with three strings. It is generated by a full (360’) rotation around the first two 
critical values. By the definition of the topology in 2 the monodromy LL’ of the 
~1 new covering has old values on the new arc system 01 = QIQ~CYICL~ 1, -1 and 
:j2 == Q,‘Y#. Thus ,LL;, = pu,! for i == 1,2. Since ,u’ is a homomorphism we get 
11,’ (II = 0, _-‘ata2 and &, = g2-‘~,-’ ~Z(TIQ. So the new monodromy pair is con- 
jugated to the original pair. We never get the second pair by the Hurwitz action 
so the coverings belong to different orbits and are not equivalent. 
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